Interfacial electron dynamics and hot-electron-driven surface photochemistry of carbon tetrachloride on Ag(111).
We used time-resolved two-photon photoemission (2PPE) spectroscopy to investigate the photochemical behavior, the interfacial electronic structure, and the fate of photogenerated hot electron for carbon tetrachloride adsorbed on Ag(111). The photodissociation cross section was determined over a wide range of photon energy from 1.62 to 5.69 eV, which suggested a low-lying electron affinity level of adsorbed CCl4. A CCl4-derived unoccupied state located at 3.41 eV above the Fermi level was attributed to an image potential (IP) state based on its binding energy and effective mass. Polarization dependence of the 2PPE signal revealed that the IP state was populated by an indirect excitation process involving scattering of photoexcited hot electrons rather than direct electronic transition from a bulk band. The lifetime of the IP state was much shorter on the CCl4-covered Ag(111) surface than on the clean one, implying that the electron in the IP state is scavenged effectively by CCl4, probably through dissociative attachment to it. These results are significant in the sense that they provide dynamical evidence for a new relaxation pathway of the IP state in addition to the more common pathway involving back transfer of electron to the substrate.